
Aleph Lawrence Andrew Osher

New Frontier AZA #1512 Nassau Suffolk Region #19
Grand Order of the

Aleph Zadik Aleph

Aleph Kohen Godol 2019-2020~

Aleph Gizbor 2017-2018 ^

Aleph Godol  2018-2019 ^

- Fundraised over $1250
- Increased chapter funds by over 1200%
- Promoted and hosted 3 chapter
fundraisers
- Established a fundraising culture never
seen before within the chapter

- Oversaw growth and consistent
retention rate of the chapter
- Set up member feedback surveys and polls

- Chapter Awards Received under Leadership: 
Henry Monsky Chapter Excellence Award
NSR J-Serve Stand Up Award

- Instituted the Aleph of the Term Award
- Helped program and host consistent chapter
events

- NSR Spring Convention 
2017, 2018, 2019 *, 2020 *
- NSR Winter Convention 
2017, 2018 *, 2019 *

- NSR Executives Overnight 2018
- Emerging Leaders 2017-2018
- RLTI Fall 2017, Spring 2018, Fall
2018, Spring 2019, Spring 2020

- Brotherhood Overnight Steering
Committee 2018

- CLTC 8 2018
- ILTC 2019
- International Convention
2019, 2020

- The Menorah Pledge and
Cardinal Principles Award
- The Bronze Shield of
David Award

Key
^ = Full Year Term

Aspiring to serve as the High and Honorable

Position of your 63rd Regional S'gan

- Member of International
Leadership Network

-The Silver Shield of David
Award

- Inspired younger members within the
chapter by acting as a role model
- Helped Recruit 15 members

Aleph Moreh 2019-2020~

- Programmed and ran a Leadership
Training Event

- Maintained high retention rate
- Continued flow of new members   ~ = Half Year Term

- Spring Convention
Steering Committee 2020 
- AITMIT Captain
- Winter Convention Steering
Committee 2019
- AITMIT Captain

- NSR J-Serve 2019

* = Steered

- Regional Leadership Network 2018

"Nothing great in the
world has ever been

accomplished without
passion."

- Globalization Committee



Goals and Ideas for the Upcoming Term

A
Z
A

Regional Calendar S'ganim Network

Aleph Engagement Inspiring the Next
Generation of NSR

For years, NSR has constantly ran the same calendar and it
is time for change. More regional meetings are essential as

giving opportunities for interaction will make everyone feel a
stronger connection to the region and their brother Alephs.

New Regional Programs:
- Extra Brotherhood

Overnight in the winter
- AZAA Spikeball

- Regional Mets Game
in the spring

- Regional SkyZone Event

Maximizing the potential of the S'ganim network is a top
priority. I aspire to be an outlet of support and advice for

every S'gan and every chapter as a whole.

Programming that inspires connection will lead to increased
engagement across the region. With more Alephs engaged,

each chapter will be elevated and this is crucial for the region. I
want to give more Alephs the opportunity to feel that they are

contributing and involved.
 

Molding the future leaders of the region next year is critical. We
must ensure that the region is in good hands for years to come so
that the work we will accomplish next year does not go to waste. 

My Brother Alephs,
 It is a honor and a privilege to stand before you as a candidate for your 63rd Regional S'gan. Over these past few years, I believe that the region  

we love has been treading water and I know that it is time for change. With over 1600 members, we have so much potential that is yet to be capitalized on,
and I want to ensure that our region taps into this potential and turns it into results. It is my top priority to leave this region in the best place it can
possibly be with strong chapters, inspired leaders, and most importantly, programming that invokes connection. We are all connected through the force
that is AZA and programming is the foundation of this connection. I want to ensure that we have the strongest foundation possible next year and for years
to come. The Nassau Suffolk Region can be propelled to unprecedented levels next year, and I will work tirelessly and put my everything into making this
dream a reality. Fraternally submitted with undying love for every Aleph of the past, present, and future, the Grand Order of the Aleph Zadik Aleph, the
Nassau Suffolk Region #19, and my heart and home, New Frontier AZA #1512, I forever remain Aleph Lawrence Andrew Osher.

- Brotherhood Overnight
Steering Committee

- Feedback about regional 
programming through Google

forms and polls

- Monthly calls, as a network and one-on-one, that
review the previous month of programming

- How To Separates workshop at RLTI for all the
S'ganim. This will bring meaningful programming back

to their chapters.

How to Achieve:
- Planning leadership workshops for younger

Alephs that the regional board will run

- Improving Programming Committee on RLN

Engagement Opportunities:

Counterpart Work:


